“CDI Data Management and
Reporting Software for under
$20k, seriously?”

Seriously.
Getting information and results out of your CDI Program data shouldn’t be a complicated process. While enterprise level
systems might work well for some hospitals, often the added “bells and whistles” merely confuse users and go unused. Instead,
simplify with CDIP.web®! CDIP.web® was specifically designed by a CDI Specialist and Certified Coder to help hospitals
capitalize on the benefits of a web-based software solution to strengthen the value of and grow their CDI Program, while being
extremely cost effective at the same time.

Dramatic New Pricing Paradigm
Unlimited Users, Beds and Payers included with each site
license! This is an unprecedented shift in pricing structure
unmatched by anyone. With budgets being squeezed from
every direction, this is a welcome cost savings for hospitals big
or small.
No New Server Hardware or Software Required
CDIP.web® resource requirements are minimal and designed to
save costs by leveraging your existing network and server
infrastructure, including virtualization. This also has the added
benefit, unlike hosted applications, of keeping your data secure
within your own network environment.
No New Client Software Required
®
CDIP.web is completely web-based, you can use any major
operating system and it's default web browser*. No additional
client software or hardware installation required. You can use a
desktop, laptop, netbook, tablet PC or even a Thin Client.
Completely Customizable
Why restrict or try to make your CDI Program fit into a canned
application using someone else's codes and descriptions?
CDIP.web® allows you to create and use as many of your own
unique codes and descriptions as you need for your CDI
Program!
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Support for MS and APR DRG Payers Included
®
CDIP.web allows you to define multiple MS-DRG and APR-DRG
Payers at No extra cost, including the ability to adjust their
individual blended rates throughout the year.
Built-In Reporting in Every View
®
CDIP.web has a number of included reports in both graphical
views and grid format. Unique to CDIP.web® is each screen
view's data can be searched, sorted and filtered to create your
own customizable reports on the fly! No need to wait on IT or
vendor to get the data you want!
Quick and Advanced Searching Features
Each screen view has both a Quick Search and an Advanced
Search that allows you to data mine any piece of information
®
stored in CDIP.web . You can then sort, filter, print or export it
for further analysis or data sharing.
Robust Data Exporting
®
Export any data stored within CDIP.web for sharing with others
or for further analysis in third party applications. There are
several formats to choose from including Excel spreadsheet,
CSV, XML and Word.

Easily Access, Track and Review your CDI Program Data.
®
With CDIP.web , your Clinical Documentation Improvement
Specialists can easily access, track, and review their CDI
Program's data, as well as create reports to trend and measure
its effectiveness. This ability to provide Physicians and Hospital
Administration with the critical decision making data they need,
will help to increase your CDI Program's value and growth.
CDIP.web® provides both graphical and grid view reporting
formats, and the ability to export its results to Excel, Word, XML
or CSV file formats for further analysis and data sharing.
Streamlined Query/Clarification Workflow.
®
With CDIP.web , all queries/clarifications are attached to the
appropriate encounter, and include the reason for the
clarification, request and response date, physician response, and
detailed notes.
You can indicate each query’s outcome and if it should result in
a CC or MCC to Coders, when allowing Coder access.

Built-In Flexibility Allows Easy Customization.
CDIP.web® Masters design allows you to define your own
Physicians, Status, Reason and Response codes. User Master
allows you to maintain individual User’s access with built-in
Security Groups. Optional Network Single Sign-on is also
available.
Payer Rate Master allows you to define multiple Payers and their
blended rate(s), if applicable. This data may be used to calculate
reimbursement dollars for each encounter based on fiscal year
weights of original, proposed and final DRGs.
New DRG's are quickly and easily imported into the DRG Master
using the embedded Import feature.

Quick and Easy Daily Admissions Entry.
CDIP.web® Import Utility facilitates quick and easy population of
daily admissions from your Patient management system, in
either an exported Excel based spreadsheet or CSV formatted
file, including Admit date and reason for admission, patient
location, Attending MD and Payer data, etc.
Patient Update utility takes data exported from your Patient
management systems in either an Excel based spreadsheet or
CSV formatted file, and updates all existing encounter records
with patient room, discharge date, payer/health plan and Final
DRG data, etc.
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